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ABSTRACT

These tags can then be used for navigating, searching, organizing and finding content, and serendipitous browsing [12,
14]. Hence, tags have become an essential instrument of
Web 2.0, the social Web, assisting users during these activities. While in social tagging systems users can freely choose
keywords for their bookmarked resources, they have to create a set of descriptive tags on their own, which can be a
demanding task [19].
As a solution, a variety of tag recommender algorithms,
such as Collaborative Filtering, FolkRank or Pairwise Interaction Tensor Factorization, have been proposed. Tag
recommenders suggest a set of tags for a given user-resource
pair based on previously used and assigned tags and aim at
helping not only the individual to find appropriate tags but
also the collective to consolidate the shared tag vocabulary
[19]. Furthermore, Dellschaft & Staab [4] have shown that
personalized tag recommenders can increase the indexing
quality of resources, making it easier for users to understand
the information content of an indexed resource based on its
assigned tags.

With the emergence of Web 2.0, tag recommenders have become important tools, which aim to support users in finding
descriptive tags for their bookmarked resources. Although
current algorithms provide good results in terms of tag prediction accuracy, they are often designed in a data-driven
way and thus, lack a thorough understanding of the cognitive processes that play a role when people assign tags to
resources. This thesis aims at modeling these cognitive dynamics in social tagging in order to improve tag recommendations and to better understand the underlying processes.
As a first attempt in this direction, we have implemented
an interplay between individual micro-level (e.g., categorizing resources or temporal dynamics) and collective macrolevel (e.g., imitating other users’ tags) processes in the form
of a novel tag recommender algorithm. The preliminary
results for datasets gathered from BibSonomy, CiteULike
and Delicious show that our proposed approach can outperform current state-of-the-art algorithms, such as Collaborative Filtering, FolkRank or Pairwise Interaction Tensor
Factorization. We conclude that recommender systems can
be improved by incorporating related principles of human
cognition.

1.1

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications—
Data mining; H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]:
Information Search and Retrieval—Information filtering

Keywords
personalized tag recommendations, time-dependent recommender systems, human cognition, social tagging systems

1.

Problem Statement

Although current state-of-the-art tag recommender approaches (see Section 2) perform reasonably well in terms
of recommender accuracy, most of them are designed purely
data-driven. As a result, they are based on either simply
counting tag frequencies or computationally expensive calculation steps (e.g., calculating user similarities or factorizing entities). Hence, these approaches typically ignore important insights originating from cognitive research of how
people assign words or tags to resources, which is essential
for the design of tag recommenders, that should attempt to
mimic the user’s tagging behavior.
As a prominent example in this respect, the work proposed
by Fu [7] discusses an interplay between individual microlevel (e.g., categorizing resources or temporal dynamics) and
collective macro-level (e.g., imitating other users’ tags) processes in social tagging systems (see Section 3). Based on
that, we state the hypothesis, that a theory-driven approach
that is build upon such insights can not only improve recommender accuracy in general but also can help to better
understand the underlying cognitive processes.

INTRODUCTION

Social tagging systems enable users to collaboratively assign freely chosen keywords, so-called tags, to resources.

1.2
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Contributions

This thesis aims to develop a novel tag recommender approach, which models the cognitive processes that play a
role when people assign tags to resources. At the current
stage, our contributions are as follows:
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• We propose a novel theory-driven approach for recommending tags, which models cognitive processes in
social tagging in order to mimic the way humans assign
tags to resources.
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• We conduct an extensive evaluation using dataset samples gathered from three real-world folksonomies (BibSonomy, CiteULike and Delicious) to show the effectiveness of our theory-driven approach.
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• We show that our approach can outperform several
state-of-the-art tag recommender algorithms, such as
FolkRank or Pairwise Interaction Tensor Factorization,
in terms of recommender accuracy.
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• We introduce an open-source tag recommender benchmarking framework termed TagRec, which contains
not only our proposed approach but also standardized
baseline algorithms and evaluation methods.
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of our basic 3Layers
(3L) approach showing the connections between the
semantic matrix (MS ) encoding the latent topics and
the lexical matrix (ML ) encoding the tags.

RELATED WORK

To date, two types of tag recommenders have been established: folksonomy- and content-based approaches [19]. At
the moment, in this work we focus on folksonomy-based algorithms. The most basic approach in this respect is the
unpersonalized MostPopular (MP) algorithm that recommends for any user and any resource the same set of tags
weighted by the frequency in all tag assignments [11]. A personalized extension of MP is the MostPopularu,r (MPu,r )
algorithm that suggests the most frequent tags in the tag
assignments of the user, MostPopularu (MPu ), and the resource, MostPopularr (MPr ) [11]. Another classic recommender approach is Collaborative Filtering (CF), which has
been adapted for tag recommendations by Marinho et al.
[20] to form the neighborhood of a user based on the tag
assignments in the user profile. According to Gemmell et
al. [8], the best results for CF in social tagging systems are
obtained with a neighborhood size of 20 users.
Another well-known tag recommender approach is the FolkRank (FR) algorithm, which is an improvement of the Adapted
PageRank (APR) approach [10]. FR and APR adapt the
Google PageRank algorithm to rank the nodes within the
graph structure of a folksonomy based on their importance
in the network [11]. A different popular and recent tag recommender mechanism is Pairwise Interaction Tensor Factorization (PITF) proposed by Rendle & Schmidt-Thieme
[23], which is an extension of Factorization Machines (FM)
[22] and explicitly models the pairwise interactions between
users, resources and tags in order to predict future tag assignments. As for algorithms that utilize topic models, to
date mainly methods have been proposed based on Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (e.g., [17]).
With regard to time-dependent tag recommenders, there
are two notable approaches. First, the GIRPTM algorithm
presented by Zhang et al. [26], which considers the frequency and the temporal usage of a user’s tag assignments.
GIRPTM models the temporal tag usage via an exponential
distribution. Second, the BLL+C algorithm introduced in
[16], which incorporates the base-level learning (BLL) equation from the cognitive model ACT-R proposed by Anderson et al. [1] and uses a power-law function to mimic the
temporal decay of tag reuse. Both approaches imitate tagging by simply taking into account the most popular tags
previously assigned to the resource (MPr ). Kowald et al.
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[16] have demonstrated that BLL+C outperforms GIRPTM
and other well-established algorithms, such as CF, FR and
PITF.

3.

PROPOSED APPROACH

Our approach is based on an interplay between micro-level
(i.e., the individual level) and macro-level (i.e., the collective
level) processes in social tagging systems (e.g., [7]). Among
others, micro-level processes (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2) involve categorizing a resource (e.g., modeled as LDA topics)
and turning the latent (i.e., non-observable) categorization
into manifest (i.e., observable) words or tags [13]. Beyond
that, temporal dynamics have turned out to influence the
choice of words for a given resource, i.e., recently used tags
have a higher probability of being reused than “older” ones
[21]. The effect of macro-level structures (see Section 3.3) is
mediated by the user’s tendency to imitate other users’ tags
[6, 25].
In this section we describe how we modeled and implemented these micro-macro dynamics and the corresponding
cognitive processes in the form of a novel tag recommender
approach. Needless to say, there are also other types of dynamics and processes (e.g., decision making or associative
memory activations [1]) that play a role when people choose
tags for resources but at the current stage of this thesis, we
focus on the mentioned ones.

3.1

Categorizing Resources

The basic version of our proposed approach is solely based
on human categorization processes [13]. It is termed 3Layers
(3L) and is schematically represented in Figure 1. Similar
to Kwantes [18], we apply a mechanism from MINERVA2,
a computational theory of human categorization [9], to process the network constituted by the input, hidden and output layers shown in Figure 1. First, the latent semantic
topics of the resource to be tagged are represented in the
input layer in the form of vector I with n features (i.e., the
latent topics). The latent semantic topics of the resources
have been calculated in advance using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [17] based on the given tag distributions of
the resources with a number of latent topics Z of 1000 [24].
Subsequently, I is forwarded to the hidden layer, which
represents the past posts of a user as a semantic matrix, MS

(l posts · n latent topics matrix), and an interconnected lexical matrix, ML (l posts · m tags matrix). This way, each
post of the user is represented by two associated vectors:
a semantic vector of latent topics Si,k stored in MS and a
verbatim vector of tags Li,j stored in ML . I acts as a cue
to activate each post (Pi ) in MS depending on the cosinesimilarity (Simi ) between both vectors, i.e., I and Pi . To
transform the resulting similarity values into activation values (Ai ) and to reduce the influence of very low similarity
values, Simi is raised to the power of 3, i.e., Ai = Sim3i (see
[18]).
Finally, these activation values are propagated to ML to
activate tags that are associated with highly activated posts
in the semantic matrix MS (circled numbers 2 and 3 in Figure 1). This step finalizes our basic 3L algorithm and is accomplished via the following equation that yields the value
oj for each of the m tags on the output layer:
oj =

l
X

(Li,j · Ai )

Dataset
BibSonomy
CiteULike
Delicious

3.2

{z

3L

|R|
346,444
352,343
931,993

|T |
103,503
138,091
180,084

|T AS|
1,479,970
1,751,347
4,107,107

where |Yj,r | is the number of assignments of tag j for r and
β can be used to inversely weigh the two components. β was
set to .5 to assign equal weights to individual and collective
processes. Furthermore, we normalized the values of oTj and
|Yj,r | in order to combine them [16].
Our proposed approach presented in this section is fully
implemented within our open-source and Java-based TagRec
framework [15], which is freely available via our Github
Repository1 . Among others, this framework also contains
the baseline algorithms discussed in Section 2 and the evaluation method described in Section 4.2.

(1)

}

Temporal Dynamics
4.

To refine our approach drawing on temporal dynamics
[21], we integrate a time (or recency) component T to assign
higher activation values to tags that have been used more
recently. As shown by Anderson & Schooler [2], the temporal decay of the users’ word choices follows a power-law
function. Thus, it can be modeled via the base-level learning (BLL) equation from the cognitive model ACT-R [1] (see
also [16]).
We use a simplified version of this equation to calculate
the time component T : BLL(j) = ln((tref − tj )−d ), where
tref is the timestamp of the most recent post of the user
and tj is the timestamp of the last occurrence of tag j in the
user’s posts. The exponent d accounts for the power-law of
temporal decay of the user’s tag choices and is typically set
to .5 [1]. Summed up, 3LT, our time-dependent extension
of 3L, can be realized using the following equation:
oTj =

l
X

(Li,j · BLL(j) · Ai )

|

{z

3LT

4.1

(2)

4.2

Imitating Tags

Evaluation Method

To evaluate our tag recommender approach, we followed a
standard procedure in recommender research (e.g., [11]) and
split the three datasets into training and test sets. In order
to preserve the chronological order of the data, for each user
we selected her most recent post (in time) and placed it into
the test set. The remaining posts were then used to train
the algorithms. This procedure is a promising simulation of
a real-world environment, since it predicts the user’s future
tagging behavior based on her tagging behavior in the past
[3]. To ensure that a minimum amount of tagging “history”
is available for training, we focused on users with at least

Research on social tagging [6, 25] has shown that a substantial variance in a user’s tag choices can be explained by
her tendency to imitate tags previously assigned by other
users to a resource. Furthermore, modeling this imitation
process allows recommending new tags, i.e., tags that were
not used by the current user before. We realize tag imitation by taking into account the most popular tags in
the tag assignments of the resource (i.e., MPr [11]). This
approach was also chosen by other researchers in the field
(e.g., [26, 16]). Taken together, the list of k recommended
tags RecT ags(u, r) according to our proposed 3LT+MPr approach for the current user u and the current resource r is
given by:
k

Datasets

For reasons of reproducibility, we focused on three wellknown folksonomy datasets, that are freely available for scientific purposes. Hence, we utilized datasets from the social tagging and publication sharing system BibSonomy2 ,
the reference management system CiteULike3 and the social bookmarking platform Delicious4 .
We excluded all automatically-generated tags from the
datasets (e.g., no-tag or bibtex-import) and decapitalized all
tags as suggested in related work (e.g., [23]). Furthermore,
to reduce the computational effort, we randomly selected
10% of CiteULike and 3% of Delicious user profiles (see also
[8]) but did not apply a p-core pruning to avoid a biased evaluation (see [5]). The statistics of our used dataset samples
are shown in Table 1.

}

RecT ags(u, r) = arg max(βkoTj k + (1 − β)k|Yj,r |k)
{z
}
j∈Tags |

METHODOLOGY

In this section we describe the methodology to validate
our novel approach, including the datasets and evaluation
method used.

i=1

3.3

|U |
5,488
8,322
15,980

Table 1: Properties of the datasets, where |P | is the
number of posts, |U | is the number of users, |R| is
the number of resources, |T | is the number of tags
and |T AS| is the number of tag assignments.

i=1

|

|P |
400,983
379,068
1,416,151

1

https://github.com/learning-layers/TagRec/
http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/bibsonomy/dumps/
3
http://www.citeulike.org/faq/data.adp
4
https://www.uni-koblenz.de/FB4/
Institutes/IFI/AGStaab/Research/DataSets/
PINTSExperimentsDataSets/
2

(3)

3LT +M Pr
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Figure 2: Precision/Recall plots for BibSonomy, CiteULike and Delicious showing the performance of our
approach (3LT+MPr ) compared to 3L, 3LT and state-of-the-art algorithms for k = 1 - 10 recommended tags.
20 posts. We conducted this evaluation by applying a postfiltering method: while recommendations were calculated
based on the entire folksonomy graph, accuracy estimates
were computed only on the basis of the filtered user profiles.
This resulted in 780 users in the case of BibSonomy, 1,757
in the case of CiteULike and 7,469 in the case of Delicious.
In order to finally quantify the recommender quality and
to benchmark our approach against other tag recommendation algorithms mentioned in Section 2, we compared the
top-10 tags an algorithm suggested for a user-resource pair
with the set of relevant tags in the corresponding post in
the test set. Based on these comparisons, various evaluation
metrics can be calculated, that have originated from information retrieval and recommender systems research (e.g.,
Precision, Recall, F1-score, MRR, MAP, nDCG) [11, 19].
At the moment, in this work we focus on Precision and Recall for k = 1 - 10 recommended tags.

5.

better results than 3LT. This is especially true in the case of
Delicious, where numerous tags from other users are available for imitation.
Apart from that, and even more important, our proposed
approach 3LT+MPr also outperforms the current state-ofthe-art algorithms mentioned in Section 2 in all three settings. This includes the time-based GIRPTM and BLL+C
approaches, that also utilize temporal dynamics and tag imitation but ignore categorization, which further reveals the
importance of all three examined types of cognitive processes. In brief, the results of our experiments not only show
that an interplay between individual micro-level and collective macro-level processes can be used to develop an effective
tag recommender approach but also that such an approach
can outperform current state-of-the-art algorithms.

6.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This thesis aims at modeling the cognitive micro- and
macro-level processes that play a role when people assign
tags to resources. At the current stage of this thesis, this
is achieved by the development and evaluation of a novel
tag recommender termed 3LT+MPr . The preliminary results of our evaluation for datasets gathered from BibSonomy, CiteULike and Delicious show that 3LT+MPr can not
only outperform current state-of-the-art algorithms but also
provides higher accuracy estimates than 3L and 3LT that
implement only some of the examined processes. These results corroborate our hypothesis from Section 1.1, that our
theory-driven tag recommender can not only improve recommender accuracy in general but also can help to better understand the underlying cognitive processes. Additionally,
we introduce an open-source tag recommender benchmarking framework termed TagRec (see also [15]), which contains
not only our proposed approach but also standardized baseline algorithms and evaluation methods.
At present, one limitation of this thesis is that we only
focus on one cognitive model, namely MINERVA2, to account for the individual micro-level processes in social tagging systems. With that regard, in the future we would
like to use and evaluate also another cognitive model (e.g.,
ACT-R) to realize these (and also additional) processes. We

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The preliminary results of our evaluation for BibSonomy,
CiteULike and Delicious are shown in the three Precision/
Recall plots in Figure 2. When looking at the results for the
baseline algorithms (see Section 2), it is apparent that, as
expected, all personalized algorithms outperform the unpersonalized MP approach. Additionally, the highest accuracy
estimates among these baselines are reached by the two timedependent methods GIRPTM and BLL+C. This emphasizes
the importance of taking temporal dynamics into account in
tag recommender research. Moreover, BLL+C, which uses
a power-law decay function, outperforms GIRPTM, which
relies on an exponential decay function.
A comparison of the results for the basic version of our
proposed approach 3L, which is solely based on human categorization processes, with 3LT, which further integrates
temporal dynamics, shows that, as expected, 3LT provides
higher Recall and Precision values than 3L. This further
proves that temporal dynamics play an important role in
tag prediction tasks. Additionally, the complete version of
our approach 3LT+MPr , which also utilizes macro-level processes in the form of imitating the most popular tags assigned to the target resource by other users (MPr ), provides
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also plan to further improve our approach by investigating
content data of the resources (e.g., title and description),
which could highly expand the set of possible tags that can
be recommended. Moreover, we will evaluate our proposed
approach in terms of not only recommender accuracy but
also computational costs in order to validate the efficiency
of our theory-driven approach. We also plan to integrate our
approach into a real online social tagging system, since only
then it will be possible to examine our tag recommender’s
performance with regard to user acceptance. Finally, we
would like to adapt the idea of our approach also for other
problems in the recommender systems domain, such as the
recommendation of resources, topics and users.
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